Mom eats lunch.
Dad washes the dishes.
Mom fixes Owen’s lunch and Dad feeds him.
Owen loves Cheerios! He does NOT like having his face washed.
Dad uses a hammer to fix the sign. Mom puts dishes in the dishwasher.
Mom does the laundry.
Dad loves to play with Owen.
No, Owen!
It is not safe for you to touch that!
Mom makes a phone call and checks her email.
Time to pick up toys.
Is Owen helping?
Dad changes Owen’s diaper and gives him a bottle. Mom reads a story to him.
Dad takes Owen upstairs for a nap.
Mom makes a list.
Dad writes checks to pay the bills.
Mom dusts and vacuums.
Dad folds the laundry.
Dad reads a magazine.
Mom cuts out grocery coupons.
Dad cuts the grass.
Mom pulls out the weeds.
Mom cooks dinner and sets the table.
Going on an errand.
No, Owen, you can't drive!
Thank you! Come visit again!
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